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Steroid shape, surrounded by a fat membrane shell, holding  inside a chain of RNA 

genetic molecules: the coronavirus SARS–CoV-2. 

1.  For Starters, as we live together—Who Am I? 
Dear humans, treasured humanity! Just half a year ago your way of living could not 
have imagined that there could at all be anything like me.  After you had received me 
into your species in such a friendly way we ought to thoroughly clarify our mutual 
relationship. Let's get one thing out of the way right off the bat: I am a thing, pure 
matter without intent and will. An object, that becomes a subject for you only when you 
say: Corona makes, Corona does, Corona threatens, Corona attacks, Corona 
propagates itself. No! You make, you do, you threaten, you attack, you propagate me.
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Basically I am like all viruses, nothing other than genetic software, which runs on your 
biological hardware. A program with a single goal, to produce as many copies of 
myself as possible.  Just like you:  we also must multiply in order to continue to exist. 
At the same time you strengthen me by the ways you behave,  by your way of living 
and your intermingling.  I could wish for no better host than the hyper-agile, hyper-
mobile, hell-bent for growth and egoistic, decadent, but also social, seeking mutual 
closeness and party loving Homo sapiens, in other words you. Should you therefore 
hear  gratitude in my talk, that is not by chance. I am like a tool which, unable to act 
alone, wastes away its existence in uselessness. Until you take it into your hand and 
drive a nail into the wall with it. Or slay a human being.  You are the ones who activate 
me to the extent that you place your organism and your consciousness at my disposal. 
I sit in your heads even when you so adamantly deny my existence.  Hardly any one of 
you would not have heard of me. Even little children speak of me as of an unearthly 
being.  I indeed do have the name you introduced me with to thank for that: Corona, 
the crown. And that out of the mouth of the species which considers itself to be the 
crown of creation. Thank you.  

Before I hold up the mirror to you —to each individual and your societies —I would like 
to show you my profile:  I am spherical, a fat sheath membrane surrounds my insides. 
Stored inside, saved in a chain of genetic RNA molecules, is my genetic substance. It 
holds the building plan for the construction of  my progeny— yes,  for new particles of 
my type.  I possess many types of protein molecules. The decisive ones are stuck in 
my sheath and project club-shaped to the outside.  Because of these quills or spikes 
my silhouette resembles that of a crown.


Although I am relatively large amongst ones like me, to you I am sub microscopically, 
invisibly small. My diameter is about 100 nanometers. 10 thousand cells of us lined 
side-by-side cover one millimeter.  My weight: 1 femtogram.  That means a billion of us 
add up to about one milligram on a scale.


2. How To Handle Me 
You don't see, taste or smell me. But even air can carry me. I whizz along in 
microscopically small aerosols especially in closed rooms, and large crowds, without 
you suspecting it.  Above all (you don’t suspect me) in a celebratory atmosphere. There 
again and again my best friend alcohol comes to my aid. One breath can suffice to put 
a sufficient number of us in you in order to infect.  And, especially, above all, through 
the respiratory tract which my sibling virus and predecessor SARS could not do.   It 
settled itself only down deep in the lungs but since the way from the throat of one 
human being to that of another is much shorter, by means of simple speaking and 
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singing, and definitely more by coughing and sneezing I am unequaled in contagion 
and could propagate myself very quickly over the whole Earth— which fills me with a 
little bit of pride.  Please however don't make the mistake of confusing cause and 
effect: we do not infect you, you do that yourself, all alone. We do not push our way 
into you, we couldn't do that anyway. Quite to the contrary you very actively take us 
into your bodies. The crux of the matter , what it comes down to, is the numbers which 
you let in. A specific number can handle your first line of defense. But if that is 
overwhelmed, often by a factor of 10, nothing can hold us back anymore and we 
penetrate deeper into your respiratory tract and the lobes of your lungs.


For that reason breath-protection masks,  which catch not everything but most 
everything, are so decisive in slowing down my propagating..

If you just for a few weeks you all would wear protective glasses, latex gloves, and 
secure masks which would not let the likes of us through —and on top of that use soap 
and alcohol— with every contact involving others who do not belong to your personal 
circles, we wouldn't have any future with you. But you have decided otherwise.

I am therefore  thankful to you.


3.  Do not confuse cause and effect: it is not I who infects you, you do that 
yourself by yourself. 

3A.  How downright hospitable you are to me 
Without your extraordinary hospitality there'd be nothing for us to get from you, neither 
from individuals nor from the species. At the same time you give us the gift of truly 
erotic moments. Once you have permitted us entrance into your body. you are further 
generously available to us. In all possible tissues but especially in the blood vessels 
and the mucous membranes of the throat and lungs, you keep protein molecules on 
the surface of your cells,  which receive us with open arms. These receptors are my 
gateway into your cells. They bind themselves so accurately with the clubbed protein in 
my membrane that they downright give us a veritable out of body experience! .  1

Obliging as you are,  you also help us with the next critical step —getting down inside 
your tissue.


Your medications and vaccinations worry me


 uns aus Luft und Körper fischen — better translations are welcome.1
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The union of our proteins from my  spikes and from your receptors would be of no use 
to me if you didn't open your gates and let me infiltrate, like from a Trojan Horse.  One 
type of protein shear on the surface of my membrane splits my quills biochemically off. 
That then causes my trusty fusion peptides to emerge.  They make sure that your cell 
membranes and my cell membranes melt like two lumps of fat on the surface of a 
soup. That sets me apart somewhat , this manner of melting amongst all other Corona 
viruses occurs only successfully with me.   It lets me penetrate into your lungs a 
hundred to a thousand times faster than SARS.   

My genetic material can then gush into your cells unhindered. That is 100 percent just 
like a fertilization. In your cells you take my Genome as if it was a copy of your own and 
multiply it.  Even more nicely you make sure that our genes cross over into proteins 
which we need for further propagation. That is not exclusively just the case with me, 
but to a certain extent in the job description of all viruses, which as parasites help 
themselves of cell metabolism. When everything is all together, you close up each 
packet— because you don’t know differently — with a fat membrane and so produce 
our progeny. Tens of thousands can emerge in a single one of your cells this way. They 
then move out into the surroundings and can make acquaintance with countless other 
cells.  Now, finally at the very latest moment, your immune system engages —in most 
cases the younger and more healthy you are, the more probably you can handle us.


3B:  I, Corona, Your Damocles’ Sword 
In the battle against me one thing sets me apart: your defense can become your doom. 
Usually infected cells put out signal substances,  so-called cytokines,  and by so doing, 
they attract immune cells as if they were telegraphing an SOS.   My special stimulus 
signal appears to work so exuberantly on your tissues that you shoot out over the 
target and and secrete much too much messenger substance. If we trigger such a 
cytokine storm,  it can turn your immune system against your own tissue, and actually 
clog you up from the inside with globs of killed off cells. At that point possible death 
hovers over you like a Damocles sword, often caused by embolisms when grafts of 
agglutinated corpuscles clog vital blood vessels. Sort of suicide from over exuberant 
defensive zeal!  It's as if you succumb in a hail of friendly fire bullets, when your troops 
are shooting wildly and aimlessly around themselves. 


3C.  You and Your Medicines: Critical but not Serious 
You’re talking now a lot about a vaccine against me as salvation. You want it to prepare 
your immune system for me,  so that I cannot do my work in you anymore.  (*You think 
it would work) Because your defenses already "know me" and immediately descend 
upon me with a full complement of troops. For some time now diseases such as 
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diphtheria, measles, mumps or rubella have been held in check that way. In an ideal 
situation, if all human beings of the world were vaccinated against me and the last 
cases had been securely isolated, then you actually would be able to drive me out of 
this world completely.  You actually succeeded with that once with smallpox.  Every 
older person still has got the scars on the upper arm.


God save me from this fate.  However it probably won't come to that. At least in the 
so-called free societies with pronounced individualism a required vaccination,  such as 
was the case for the vaccinations against smallpox and polio in their eras, seems 
scarcely enforceable today.  My best friends therefore are those who oppose 
vaccinations and those who deny the pandemic. They will make sure that our joint 
story will continue in common for a long time. They are also of tremendous help to me 
when they fight the only people who can take me on face to face:  expert academic 
scientists. They are working feverishly– note the sense of irony in the word choice –on 
measures and means against me. (*They are working on)  effective substances which 
could be used as targeted measures to stop my spreading, and additionally (*working) 
on possible vaccinations as well.

	 ..	 	 	 

If I were capable of feelings,, your  researchers would make me anxious. Never before 
have they so quickly captured one of us, and understood our important details. Despite 
all of my guile, and I still have enough untested arrows in the quiver, inside of a couple 
weeks they identified me,  illuminated my structure, read my genetic material,  realized 
my danger  and also my weaknesses.	 


Because like you I also have my Achilles' heel —more precisely there are many of them
—  the spatial development  and function of each of my enzymes has been understood 
right down to its atomic detail.  Just as I merge very accurately with your receptors,  so 
can medications be found which can be aimed very specifically to block my invading 
yours cells. Your medications and vaccines worry me.  The biologically normal way is 
for all life forms to submit to me and my relatives without protection, in order then 
slowly to learn to live with us.  

We are most effective as hospital germs when we are dragged into places whose 
residents had not yet been confronted with us and therefore have absolutely no 
immunity. Everybody knows such success stories of fellow members of my species. 
The Europeans created downright bio massacre amongst the native tribes of America 
by means of smallpox, measles and flu epidemics. Incomparably more people fell 
victim to them than have fallen by means of weapons and in bellicose actions.
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If I were capable of feelings your researchers would scare me. They have the 
ability to challenge me. 

Something comparable to that has happened to you with me and with countless  of my 
relatives already.  In my case that could actually even work out halfway mildly. By 
means of many confrontations with other Corona viruses — these comprise the third of 
all of your cold diseases,— to my chagrin you presumably come with a certain degree 
of protection.


4.  I’ve made it easy for you to deny me.

4A.  Get Real:  No hurry, waiting is us—and thanks for the red carpet for me.

But I'm not a hurry. Being a virus means being able to wait. For a long time I was like 
the frog who pined away yearning for the kiss of the Princess.  What my predecessors 
endured in bats, felt like an eternity.  We are in a sort of endless Cold War with them. 
We adapt, they adapt themselves in return,  without danger of extinction. But they were 
also the ones who gave me that incredible training so that one day I could jump over to 
the most thrilling species that this planet has to offer:  Our types just can hardly 
imagine anything better than continually populating you.  You welcome me obligingly 
not only as individuals, you do so as society and community. 

It looks like the whole world serves as a type of viral infection which has nested in your 
heads.  This pathogen of an entirely different sort is determining your thoughts and 
actions.  It opens up to me all the entrances to your species with boundless growth, an 
unquenchable drive for prosperity and endless fun.  


With your world-spanning, globalized product and human trafficking your have 
concurrently rolled out the red carpet for me.  Your travel routes are my propagation 
paths, your supply chains my infection chains, your meetings my networking forums.  
Hot bashes become virus hotspots, individual infected people become so-called 
Super-spreaders who can infect dozens  — because just a laugh can suffice to pass 
me on. 


4B.  Diseases:  how to protect yourselves from an infection.  Special thanks for 
“leadership”! 
Without your event culture, without cheap flights and party tourism, Karneval (—-
>Endnotes #2) and Strong-Beer Festivals, without soccer fans who hug each other 
drunk on beer with every goal, without all-night dances in clubs, beach parties and 
apre-ski benders lasting till the cows come home it would be tough for me to nest in 
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with you.  Business travelers in incessant global traffic provide the rest.  The best thing, 
however, since you already knew about the danger, was your Ostrich-like, heads in the 
sand politics.  Because you did not want to be kill-joys and ruin the business, you gave 
me the critical weeks and contacts in order to be able to penetrate into all regions.  I 
just cannot thank you enough.  I do admit, I did make it easy for  you to deny me.

In addition, something that you could feel was dirty dealing on my part, I’ve got 
characteristics which help me to make our mutual competition look like a rabbit-and-
tortoise race.  I am the tortoise, and you’re the rabbit, who repeatedly loses out from 
always looking back.

But your doom stems above all from a simple biological fact which can be expressed in 
a key number.  Namely in the one which indicates for how long infected people can 
keep on spreading me around, before the disease  erupts in noticeable and measurable 
symptoms,  Three days by the common measure, and that might at first glance look 
like not much.  But for people with lots of contacts it is a mighty long time, in which 
they can infect dozens of others.

Taken together with another key figure (up to 14 days go by before an infected person 
no longer is infectious) you can see, why I always am a step ahead.  Add in also the 
non symptomatic spreaders who move amongst our unnoticed like my stealth 
bombers.  The reproduction number R indicates how many others an infected person 
can infect, normally roughly three.  If by means of behavior control measures you 
reduce that clearly to less than one, I fall behind.  Above that you vacate the field for 
me and I multiply without any blockage.    But the decisive key number you do not 
know.  You don’t have a clue as to who is currently infected and infectious.  You cannot 
even say, except to give a coarse estimate , about how many infected beyond the 
official number of the identified there might be.  It could be ten times that many.  There 
is however a tool for that:  testing.    I was scarcely  known as the cause of the 
pandemic when you could show my presence in the throat with simple swabs from the 
throat.  In the meantime with antibody tests you can also determine who amongst you 
has had an infection already and at least for a time is protected against me.


My special thanks therefore is owed to men like Donald Trump and Jair 
Bolsonaro. 

Even if there are uncertainties in the tests, — managed consistently they would disturb 
my propagation tremendously and in some circumstances end it completely.  Don’t ask 
me — you need to ask yourselves why certain states still  do not test as widely and 
often as possible.  Or [ask] your politicians and their advisors.   I’m just fine without it 
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because I can keep on enjoying myself wonderfully in you..  My special thanks 
therefore is owed to men like Donald Trump and Jair Bolsonaro.


5.  The Third Way into a Stranglehold—ad infinitum 
What choice do you have for dealing with someone like me?  The way I see it three 
paths are available to you.    If you were like all the other animals, then you would just 
have to endure me until your species is from 60 to 70 % “contaminated”.  As soon as 
you had reached herd immunity — what a great word for you humans— I would no 
longer find enough infection partners and would be vanquished.


You are drawing out this thing with me ad infinitum.  
You could have gone this way and waved your way through without regard for losses, 
and just kept on living as before.  Many heads of state, perhaps Boris Johnson, tried 
that at the outset and lost valuable time.  The people, who show up in the statistics as 
deceased, pay the price.

There is a good possibility,  that you someday will have to answer the question about 
great guilt.  In case you are looking at me, forget it.  I am not the one killing you, I do 
not have the means for that.  In the end you kill yourselves.  If it were up to me, all the 
infected people would be able to stay alive.  

The second way would be the Worst Case Scenario for me:  a total shutdown, 
organized world wide and jointly resolved by all the nations and lands together.  If all 
humans had isolated their personal environment completely for two weeks — better 
yet, for a month — the way the people in Wuhan were forced to endure it, then the 
specter of me would already have passed by and gone away.


Instead of seeing to the obvious circumstances by one means or the other, you chose 
the third way, for me the golden middle way.  In the interplay between lockdown and 
loosen-up, you tried to keep the value of R near or under one, and allow only as many 
infected people as your health systems could handle.  So that no avoidable death 
would be lamented, as much as possible.  You placed the survival of the individual 
above all other values, including the economic well-being of the community.  That is 
honorable, but brought you down into probably the deepest dilemma of your history — 
and served my interest exactly.

Because by handling it like this, you are drawing out this thing with me possibly ad 
infinitum.    And as part of the deal, also accepting that the troops, which you put up as 
the first line of defense against me, doctors and health care workers, will be infected 
and will, occasionally, also die in great numbers.
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In the meantime the situation has progressed so far, that I have you — from your 
perspective — in a stranglehold.  Your “easings” have also made it easier for me to 
propagate myself.  Tightening down deprives you of everything which you are attached 
to, until you again cry for loosening up.  If there should be a second wave from which 
you could go forth after its first subsiding, then theoretically you should receive a 
second chance to make things better. Practically speaking that would be impossible.  
And not in the least because by then the counteracting forces, which demand the 
preservation of your habits,  but which,  however,  thumb their noses at preserving 
human life, will have formed up to be so unstoppable, that you cannot compete with 
them any more.


6.  Who Am I — Really? 
What makes me the true World Champion of Viruses are less my actions than my 
impact.  Inside of two weeks you have closed down your operations world-wide for the 
most part, something the likes of me till now had never achieved.  Moreover I have 
established myself in your heads as a phenomenon and object of fascination, an object 
of hate and fear.  But please don’t forget:  I am not the Plague, rather only the mirror of 
your relationships and failures, neuroses and manias.  I extract the best and the worst 
from you, out of each individual  just as from whole societies.  I am the Virus of Truth, of 
Repression and Denial.  On the one side I have released an incomparable wave of 
solidarity in all conceivable forms.  On the other side, I am showing you how far 
exploitation, egotism, and ruthlessness rule you from stem to stern..  Naturally each 
has the freedom, to expose himself and in the extreme case deliberately get infected. 
But if I read your ethics correctly, nobody has the freedom frivolously or actually 
intentionally to infect another. Insolent Covidiots, who approvingly accept such a 
freedom, play directly into my hands.


I am not the Plague, but rather a mirror of your circumstances and your failures

However dictatorial a stringent shutdown may look to you,  in democracies it would 
have only exceedingly limited force.  In ancient Rome, where the word comes from, 
dictatorship was meant to the sole rule of a chosen leader, but only for a specified 
period of time, in order to stem an immediate danger from without.  [lasting] As a rule, a 
year or a half year.   After that the representatives of the people took the reins back in 
their hands.

Against me, maybe a month would have sufficed, perhaps a quarter of a year.  And you 
would have been rid of me.  When you can’t endure such a manageable, almost 
complete stop with all supplies stocked full,  then that only shows what fragile shape 
your society is in.  You have lost the chance.
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7.  My place in your history books ought to be secure 
Despotic systems, like that in the People's Republic of China, can actually repress not 
just people but also viruses–and truths. Nobody there can refuse a test and certainly 
not vaccines when they're available. Metropolises can be sealed off from the outside 
world there and  internally total quarantines be imposed for weeks at a time. Citizens 
there are monitored by face-recognition and artificial intelligence,  even without a 
pandemic,  at every turn so that the paths of infection can be traced in detail. On the 
other hand,  despite all progress, medieval conditions still persist in parts of China —
which we viruses appreciate. Especially regarding the traffic with edible wild animals 
which are offered for sale alive in the densely crowded markets under rotten hygienic 
conditions. Only in such a setting would've the jump from bats to you be successful — 
probably using pangolins as intermediate hosts.


And that in a country whose citizens in the other leg of their balancing act have arrived 
in the modern world, citizens who have discovered travel and who drag me out into 
their huge empire and the world. That in the country which also impedes and represses 
transparency and the free expression of opinions such as the free exchange of 
information. That in a country which for weeks kept the dimensions of the catastrophe 
secret from the rest of the world and gave me the time to spread out all over the globe. 
My story could have been ended long ago if the leadership in Peking had more quickly 
reacted with such vigor as they did later. But in the process the Chinese also had some 
luck. If I had not been recognized in the nick of time before their New Year's festival 
and a couple weeks later jumped over, I would have infiltrated unnoticed throughout 
the whole country.


China, the Middle Kingdom (see Endnote),  plays a multifaceted,  thoroughly historical 
role in my story. That is where I was successful with the jump onto humans,  and from 
there I spread out over the whole ball of this Earth;  but there also if the numbers are 
correct you were the first ones to get ahold of me. That is where I positioned the mirror 
which I am now holding up to you.


That which you call Corona crisis has clarified how strongly you have submitted 
yourselves to dependence upon this one land.  You have programs against 
extraterrestrials, you research UFOs, but you appear— in my view— gratifyingly 
unprepared for predictable earthly peril.
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You can't even produce protective masks in sufficient quantities yourself. For other 
critical products, such as the chemical components of possible medications against 
me, you are equally reliant upon the lab benches of other countries.  You cannot blame 
the diligent people there for that really. But [you] perhaps [could blame] the outsourcers 
in the still “first”  world with their voracious appetites for high yields.

If you ever decided to take me to court the question of guilt would be settled from the 
very outset.

You can ascribe only to yourselves the experiences which have happened to you 
through me.  So let's not talk China now,  Still— focusing on China could nonetheless 
be good,  because it may be the case that in a market in the Metropole of Wuhan in the 
fall of 2019 the Chinese Millennium had begun.


Spoken theologically you are something like my god who has made me into his devil.  
Many of you consider me to be a punishment from of  Heaven for your continuing 
hubris. Instead of punishment I would rather speak of a test of  how far you have come 
down the possible path to a humanity of world citizens. Or, if you want it that way, of 
your ability as one society to react against an external enemy who threatens you as a 
whole. 

Someday one of my coming relatives could appear, not as a punishment, but rather–
from a biological ecological perspective–as a purifying force and in an incredible 

tragedy, reduce your already excessive numbers by half or, which would be better for 
your future and that of the planet, by three quarters.


Should you then again not be prepared, please don’t point your fingers at me.  You 
could also understand the experience which you label with my name, as a beneficial 
warning. Perhaps as the last one.  My place in your history books ought to be secure 
forever.  Perhaps some day people will say:  b. Co and  a. Co.:  before Corona and 
after Corona.


================================================================= 
About the author:  Jürgen Neffe dr. phil. (Ph.D)


Jürgen Neffe received a PhD in biochemistry 1985 from RWTH Aachen UniversityAfter 
graduating, Neffe worked as a reporter for various publications, including Nature, GEO, 
and Der Spiegel. In 1991, he won third prize in the Egon Erwin Kisch Awards, which are 
among the most prestigious awards for print journalism in Germany, for his reportage 
Der Fluch der guten Tat on a burn unit in Pittsburgh, published in GEO.
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In the beginning of 2003 he moved from Spiegel to Max Planck Society. He organized, 
started and then ran its federal office in Berlin for the first year. [9]

In 2005, Neffe published a biography of Albert Einstein, which ranked eighth among 
non-fiction bestsellers that year in Germany.[ The book was translated into more than 
ten languages, including English. In 2007 the Washington Post named it "Book of the 
Year". It received many favorable reviews.
In 2007 and 2008, Neffe traveled for seven months, recreating Charles Darwin's travels 
on the Beagle. As a result, he published the book Darwin - Das Abenteuer des Lebens, 
consisting of a combination of travel writing, science reportage on the development of 
the theory of evolution, and biographical information about Charles Darwin.
In 2011, Neffe created a new interactive e-book format called Libroid www.Libroid.com.
In 2014, Neffe published his first novel, Mehr als wir sind (More than we are).
In 2017, Neffe published his highly acclaimed biography on Karl Marx, Marx. Der 
Unvollendete (The unfinished man).
Neffe lives in Berlin. His wife Hania Luczak is also a writer.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jürgen_Neffe


TRANSLATOR’S ENDNOTES: 

• Translation by Gregory H Forsythe, Ph. D.  Segments are my addition in response to 
reader suggestion.


• (*WORDS)  are from the translator not the author.  They are added when making a 
close translation of the German might create a question about to what the translated 
sentence refers,  In other words, it functions to provide reference continuity when the 
translation might interrupt that.


• Karneval:  essentially the same thing as Marti Gras.

• Names for China:  China has several different nicknames for different reasons; the 3 

most popular being the Middle Kingdom, the Red Dragon, and the Sleeping Giant. 
The Middle Kingdom: Ancient China believed they were the center of the world.  
https://chinathegreatandawesome.weebly.com/nicknames.html
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ABOUT Translating Ich Corona & Posting/Sharing it:  Why? 

July 18, 2020.  Ich, Corona is an article by Jürgen Neffe, dr. phil, a well known German journalist, biochemist, administrator and 
founder of the publishing company,  Libroid  .Ich, Corona was published in the respected German newspaper, Die Zeit, in this 
case the online digital edition to which Ir subscribe for a small fee.  I began translating articles from Zeitonline in 2019 at the 
same time I began a project to translate and annotate the musical versions of my favorite German verse pieces.  The poems are 
in the public domain.  The newspaper articles may or may not be. 

I have written to Die Zeit and inquired about their policies regarding translating their articles and then offering the translations, 
with all necessary attribution, to friends and interested others, both by direct sharing and by posting on my website, Pane in the 
Tale,  http://paneintale.com  I received no reply. So I did not post on — yet.  

When I read Ich, Corona I was immediately struck that the monologue could be of great positive use in our global struggle to 
learn from, respond to and build on for a better global community.  Humanity has been slowly clawing its way towards some 
sort of global community with scant success for some time.  The advent of Corona Virus is both curse and blessed opportunity.  
Its threat to all of us, the need to protect ourselves and to develop means to manage it, has changed the issue from one of 
progress to one of survival, from an incremental problem solving process to an immediate mental, physical and spiritual 
challenge with time limits for us to respond and live.  Its opportunity is to use this to make that global community, without which 
we surely will not hang together and all hang separately.

Nowhere that I know of has anyone else let Corona tell us what this is all about and taken our measure.

This does that.

It deserves to be available across the globe to all members of our suddenly and immediately needed earth community.  I hope 
that this translation will help us make a viable global future and avoid becoming a globe without us or Corona.  GHFphd


